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ABSTRACT 
Many interior point methods for large scale linear programming, quadratic 
programming, the convex programming solve an (n + m) × (n + m) linear system in 
each iteration. The last m equations require exact solutions in order to maintain the 
feasibility. Current implementations reduce that step to solving an m × m linear 
system. The solution must be exact, because otherwise the error would be entirely 
passed on to the last m equations of the original system. This makes the computation 
costly and sometimes impractical. In this paper, we propose an inexpensive iterative 
method for solving that (n + m) × (n + m) system. It guarantees exact solutions to 
the last m equations. The convergence is proved, and the implementational issues are 
discussed. Some preliminary numerical results are also reported. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An (n + m) X (n X m) linear system of the form 
Dx - ATy = b, 
Ax =0 
(1) 
needs to be solved in each iteration of many interior point methods for large 
scale linear programming, quadratic programming, and convex programming, 
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where D ~ R n×n is either a positive diagonal matrix or the sum of a positive 
diagonal matrix and a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, A ~ R mxn, 
m < n, Rank A = m, b ~ a n, and 0 = (0, 0 . . . . .  0) T ~ R m. The matrices D 
and b will change in each iteration, while A, as the original constraint matrix, 
stays the same. To see just a few examples among many others, we list the 
following cases. 
Case 1 (linear programming). Y. Ye (1992) describes a primal-dual 
interior point algorithm for solving the linear programming problem 
min cTx (2) 
s.t. Ax=b,  x>~0 
where A ~ R mxn, m < n, Rank A = m, c ~ R n, x ~ R n, and b ~ R m. The 
algorithm is as follows. 
ALGORITHM 1.1 (Y. Ye, 1992). Take x o ~ R" such that Ax o = b and 
x o > O, and take Yo ~ R'~ such that s o = c - AVyo > O. 
For k = O, 1, 2 , . . .  until convergence, do (i)-(iii). 
(i) Solve for  A x and A y f rom the system 
( Xk) - lSk  Ax  - Ar Ay  = Ok( Xk) - lpk ,  
AAx  =0,  
(3) 
where X k = Diag(x k) is the positive diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements 
are the corresponding elements of  xk; S k = Diag(sk); 
eTgk 
Pk = ~ e  - z k 
Pk 
with z k = Xks k, e ---- (1, 1 , . . . ,  1) r ~ R n, Pk >~ n + v~n; and 
aVrmin ( z k ) 
Ok ---- I1( Zk)-l /2pkll  
with a ~ (0, 1), and min(z k) being the smallest element of  z k. 
(ii) As = --A r Ay .  
(iii) xk_ 1 = x k + Ax, sk+ 1 = s k + As. 
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It is clear that (3) is of the form of (1) and that solving (3) is the major job 
in each iteration. 
Case 2 (quadratic programming). Similarly, a variety of interior point 
algorithms for solving the quadratic programming problem 
min q(x)  = ½xrQx + crx 
s.t. Ax=b,  x>~0 
(4) 
are described by Y. Ye (1991). Here A, c, x, b are as defined in (2), and Q is 
an n × n symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. All those algorithms have 
the following general form. 
ALGORITHM 1.2 (Y. Ye, 1991). Take x o ~ R" such that Ax o = b and 
x o > O, and take Yo ~ Rm such that s o = Qx o + c - Aryo > O. 
For k = O, 1, 2 . . . .  until convergence, do (i)-(iii). 
(i) Solve for A x and A y from the system 
(Q + D~-IFk) Ax - AV Ay  = D~l(  Ake - Xksk), 
A ax  = o. (5)  
Here D k and Dk are positive diagonal matrices, A k ~ R, and each individual 
algorithm has a particular way of determining Dk, D k and h k. 
(ii) As = QAx - Ar Ay  
(iii) xk+ 1 =x  k + Ax, sk+ l=s  k +As .  
Again we mention that (5) is a special case of (1). In this case, the matrix 
D in (1) is equal to Q + D~-IDk which is the sum of a positive semidefinite 
matrix and a positive diagonal matrix. 
Case 3 (convex programming). Consider the separable convex nonlinear 
optimization problem with linear constraints: 
min f (x )  = cTx + ~ wjx(j) In x(j) 
j=l (6) 
s.t. Ax = b, x>~0, 
where A ,c ,x ,b  are as defined in (2), w =(wl ,  w 2 . . . . .  wn) r~R n with 
wj >/0 for all j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, and x(j) is the j th element of x. An interior 
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point algorithm for solving (6) is proposed by Han et al. (1992), which can be 
described as the following 
ALGORITHM 1.3 (Han et al. 1992). Take x o E R n such that Ax o = b and 
x o > O, and take Yo ~ Rm such that s o = V f (x  o) - ATyo > O. 
For k = O, 1, 2 . . . .  until convergence, do (i)-(iii). 
(i) Solve fo r  A x and A y f rom the system 
(V2f(Xk) "Jl- Xk lak)  mx -- AT Ay  = Ok( Xk) - lpk ,  
Aax = o, (7) 
where O k and Pk are the same as defined in (3). 
(ii) Choose the step size ~. 
(iii) xk+ 1 = x k + 7 lAx ,  Yk+l = Yk + 7 lAy ,  sk+ 1 = Vf (xk+l )  - 
ATyk + 1" 
Since VZf(xk)  = Diag(X~-lw), (7) is again a special case of (1), 
In all the above three algorithms, the major computation i  each iteration 
is to solve an (n + m) × (n + m) linear system which has the form of (1). 
Global convergence and polynomial complexity are proved for those algo- 
rithms. It turns out that the first n equations do not require exact solutions, 
while the last m equations have to be solved exactly in order to maintain the 
feasibility. The same is true for many other interior point methods. For more 
examples ee Lustig et al. (1991), Potra and Shi (1991), Todd and Ye (1990), 
etc. A similar system also appears in certain potential reduction algorithms for 
solving linear complementarity problems. For that we refer to Pardalos et al. 
(1933). 
Current implementations solve the system of the form (1) in each 
iteration by considering the equivalent system 
AD-  1ATy = -- AD-  lb ,  
x = O- I (ATy  + b) .  
(8) 
(9) 
Thus the job is reduced to solving the m × m system (8). However, (8) has to 
be solved exactly, since otherwise the error would be entirely passed on to 
the last m equations of the original system (1). To see this, let y' be an 
inexact solution of (8), and let 
AD-1ATy ' = 'AD- lb  + ~7. (10) 
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From (9) the corresponding solution of x is 
x' = D- I (  ATy ' -b b); 
(10) then implies that Ax' = r/. 
Since the exact solution of (8) is needed, iterative methods uch as the 
conjugate gradient method are avoided in solving (8). The typical approach of 
the current implementation is to use the Cholesky factorization of AD-1AT 
to compute the exact solution of (8). Because the matrix D varies from 
iteration to iteration, one Cholesky factorization is to be done in every 
iteration. This makes the computation costly and sometimes impractical. 
In this paper we propose an iterative method for solving a system of the 
form (1) in each iteration of those interior point algorithms. It guarantees 
exact solutions to the last m equations. Instead of computing one Cholesky 
factorization i each iteration, it computes only one Cholesky factorization to 
obtain (AAT) -1 at the initial step of the interior point algorithm. We will 
present the method and its convergence analysis in the next section. In 
Section 3, some implementational issues are discussed. It is interesting that 
we may combine this method with another iterative method, such as the 
conjugate gradient method, to have the advantages of both. In Section 4, 
some preliminary numerical results are reported. 
2. THE ITERATIVE METHOD AND THE 
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
Let us first consider solving (1) with D a positive diagonal matrix. Let 
6/1 . . . . .  d,  be the diagonal elements of D. Let 
dma x = max{d/; i = 1,2 . . . . .  n}, 
dmi n = min{di; i = 1,2 . . . . .  n}, 
and 
dma x + dmi n 
d 
I f (x , ,  y , )  is the true solution of (1), then we shall have 
y ,  = (AAT) - IA (Dx ,  -- b) (11) 
180 
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where I stands for the n × n identity matrix. We shall also have 
dx,  = Ary ,  + b + (d I  - D)x , .  (13) 
(12) and (13) together imply that 
dx,  =[ I -AT(AAT) - 'A ] [b+(d I -D)x , ] .  (14) 
Our iterative method is based on (11) and (14), and is given as the following 
algorithm. 
ALGOaITHM 2.1. Given x (1) ~ R" and y(1) ~ R m for j  = 1,2 . . . .  until 
convergence do: 
y~j+ 1) = ( AA ~)-1 a(Dx~J)  - b ) ,  (15)  
1 xCJ+l'=--[,-Ar(AAr)-lA][b+(d,-D)x¢')l. (16) 
d 
First we wish to mention that with Algorithm 2.1 
Ax C j) = 0 (17) 
for all j />  2. Thus the solution obtained from Algorithm 2.1 always gives an 
exact solution to the last m equations of (1). Equation (17) also implies that 
for all j >t 2, (15)-(16) is equivalent to 
y~j+l) = ( AA T ) - I  A[(D - d I )x  (j) - b],  (18) 
1 
x(j+ 1} = _ [ Ary(j  + 1) + b + (d I  - D) x~J)]. (19) 
d 
We now show that (x Cj), yCJ)) converges to the true solution (x , ,  y , )  with 
any initial point (x (1), yO)). The matrix norm and the vector norm used in 
what follows are defined in, for example, Atkinson (1989). 
y ,  = (AAT) - IA [ (O  - d I )x ,  - b], (12) 
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LF.MMA 2.1. I fA  E a re×n, m < n, and Rank A = m, thenAT(AAr) - lA  
is symmetric positive semidefinite and 
III - AT(A-aT)-1 All2 ~ 1. (20) 
Proof. Consider the QR factorization at At: 
A r = QR,  (21) 
where Q ~ R "×" is orthogonal and R ~ R "×' '  is upper triangular with 
Rank R = m. Thus R can be expressed as 
with R ~ R mx m upper triangular and invertable. Since QQT = QrQ = I, we 
have that 
Therefore 
AA r = RTQTQR 
= RTR 
-I T 0TI[0 I
= ~ .  
° ['Om]I'mXm 
 I'mom 
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which shows that Ar(AAT)-IA is symmetric positive semidefinite. Further- 
more, 
Imxm 0]QT 
lit - AT(AAT) -1AIh = I - p o oJ 112 
[o o ]1  
= Q o I(n-m)X(n-m) QT 2 
I[ o o 
~< Ilpllz l(n-m)X(n-m) 2 
[o .... 
= 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that ( x , ,  y , ) is the true solution of the system 
(1) and that the matrix D in (1) is positive diagonal. Let (x (j), y(J)) be 
produced by Algorithm 2.1 with (x (1), y(1)) an arbitrary initial point. Then 
for all j >i 1, 
IIx (j÷l) - x , lh  ~ ~llx (j) - x , lh ,  (23) 
Ily (j÷l) - y , lh  ~ I1(AAT) -1  ADIh l lx  (j) - x , lh ,  (24) 
where 
dmax - drain 
a= ~ [0,1). 
dm~x +dml, 
(23) and (24) thus imply that 
(x(J), y(J)) - ,  (x , ,  y , ) .  
Furthermore, let {~(J) = Dx (j)` - ATy (j) -- b. Then for allj >1 2 
¢(j+ 1) = ( t )  - d t ) (  x (j+ 1) _ x(J)), (25)  
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and for all j >t 3 
IlCU+l)ll ~ ~llCu~ll. (26) 
Proof. (14), (16), and (20) lead to 
llx 'j÷l) -x , l l~  = ~(~ - Ar( ~r ) - l  A)(dZ - D)(x~) - x , )  
1 
~< 2l](dI - D)(x  (j) - x,)ll~ 
d (x~J~ - x , ) l l~ .  
Since maxl~ t~ .Id - d~f = (dma x - drain)/2, (23) is proved. (24) comes im- 
mediately from (11) and (15). When j I> 2, from (19) we get that 
(dI - D)x  (j+l) = -Dx  (j+l) + ATy (j+l) + b + (dI - D)x  (j), 
which implies (25). Finally, when j 1> 3, 
II ~¢J+ 1)11 = I1( O - d I ) (x  (j+ 1) _ _  xW)l I 
= ~-(o - ~i)[z - A~(aa~) - la] (dx - o ) (~,~, -  x,~-l)) 
1 
= 7 (D-d I ) [Z -Ar (~ ' ) - IA ]~U'  
~< all UJ)II. • 
We now consider the situation when D = Q + DI, where Q is symmet- 
ric positive semi-definite and DI is positive diagonal. Let d I . . . . .  d. be the 
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diagonal elements of DI;  let 
dma x = max{d i ; i  = 1,2 . . . . .  n}, 
dmin = min{d~; i = 1,2 . . . . .  n}, 
and 
d = IIQII2 + dma x. (27) 
Algorithm 2.1 will then be applied with d as defined in (27). All the above 
convergence results remain true except that in (23) the number  a is now 
changed into 
d ~ dmi n 
a (28) 
In order to see this, we notice that in this case 
1 
[Ix (j+l) - x,l12 ~< ~ll(dI - D)(x  (j) - x,)lle 
and that 
II(dI - D)(  x (j) - x,) l l2 
= II(IIQll21 - Q) (x  ~j) - x ,  ) + ( dma x I - DI ) (x  (j) - x ,)112 
" 'lQll2"[ I - ~12 "llx¢J' - x*ll2 + ( dmax - dm'n)llx~J' - x*"z 
~< (llpll~ + dmax - dmin) l l x  (j) - x,l12 
= (d  - dmln)l lx (j) - x,l12. 
Similarly, (26) now still holds with ot given in (28). In the next section, 
the implementation of Algorithm 2.1 with interior point algorithms will be 
discussed and several conclusions will be addressed. 
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For convenience, let us consider implementing the interior point algo- 
rithm of the following general form: 
ALGORITHM 3.1. 
Initial step. Take x o ~ a n such that Ax 0 = b and x 0 > 0, and take 
Y0 ~ Rm such that s o = Vf(x 0) - Aryo > O. 
Iteration. For k --- 0, 1, 2 . . . .  until convergence, do: 
(3.1.1) Solve for Ax and Ay from the system 
D kAx-A  rAy  =bk,  
AAx =0.  
(29) 
Here D k ~ R "xn is either a positive diagonal matrix or the sum of a positive 
diagonal matrix and a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. D k and b k vary 
from iteration to iteration. 
(3.1.2) xk+ 1 = x k + r/Ax, Yk+l = Yk + ~?Ay, Sk+l = V f (xk+l )  - 
ATyk+ 1, where the step size 7/ is often taken as 1, as in Algorithms 1.1 and 
1.2. 
To implement Algorithm 3.1 using Algorithm 2.1 to solve (29) in each 
iteration, we add the following to the initial step of Algorithm 3.1: 
Compute (AAr) - 1 using, for example, the Cholesky factorization. 
Instead of computing a Cholesky factorization at each iteration, the above 
implementation requires only one at the initial step. After (AAr) -1 is 
computed, Algorithm 2.1 will be used in each iteration to solve (29). The 
choice of the termination criterion of Algorithm 2.1 depends on the particular 
interior point algorithms being implemented. Attention should also be paid to 
the following issues. 
It is clear that the number a in (23) [or in (28)] determines the 
convergence speed of Algorithm 2.1. Let us use ot k to denote the value of 
at the kth iteration. If ak is a small number, then Algorithm 2.1 will 
converge quickly in solving (29) at this iteration. However, if ot k is very close 
to 1, the convergence of Algorithm 2.1 at this iteration may be really slow. It 
is of interest hat in this case we may combine Algorithm 2.1 with another 
method having faster convergence, such as the conjugate gradient method, to 
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combine the advantages of both. We first consider the equivalent system of 
(29): 
AD[IA T A y = -AD[ lbk ,  (30) 
ax = D; l (aTay  + (31) 
This is the same as what most current implementations do. But instead of 
solving (30) exactly, we use an iterative method to get an approximate 
solution A y'. Then we take 
Ax' = D[ I (  AT Ay ' + bk). (32) 
After that we use (Ax', Ay') as the initial point and take just one step of 
Algorithm 2.1 to get a point (A~7, A~) which will be accepted as the 
approximate solution of (29) in that iteration. We notice that with (h x', A y'), 
(31) is solved exactly, while in (30) there remains a residual which will cause 
the same residual in the last m equations of (29) as we mentioned in th.e first 
section. With (A~, A~) the last m equations of (29) will be solved exactly as 
we desire, while a residual will remain in the first n equations: 
D kAx-ATAy  =b k. (33) 
The following theorem shows the connection between those two residuals. 
THEOaEM 3.1. Let (Ax', Ay') and (A~, AO) be as described above; let 
AD[IA r Ay' = -AD[ lbk  + ~7 (34) 
and 
D kA i -A  TAo =b k + ~. (35) 
Then 
(i) A A x' = rl; 
(ii) A~ = Ay'; 
(iii) A ;  = [I -- AT(AAT)-IA] Ax'; 
(iv) ~ = -D  k AT( AAT)-I~?. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us mention that (iv) can be 
used to determine whether the residual 71 is to be accepted so that ~ will meet 
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the termination criterion of Algorithm 2.1. In other words, (iv) helps in 
setting up a termination criterion when we solve (30) iteratively. Thus our 
conclusion is: if ot k is small, then Algorithm 2.1 /s used to solve (29); 
otherwise a fast iterative method is used to solve (30) and then followed by 
one step of Algorithm 2.1. This way, in both cases we may expect fast 
con~vergence and guarantee xact solutions to the last m equations of (29), i.e., 
A A x = O. Finally we have the following 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) comes from (32) and (34). (ii) can be seen 
from (15) and (32). From (16) we have 
+ (dI Dk) Ax' Ar(AAT) - IAd lAx '  + A~a~7] 
+ A~A D k Ax' + d lAx '  AT(AAr ) - IAd lAx ' ]  
-~d[d lAx ' -Ar (AAr ) - lAd lAx ' ]  
_- [ I -  ax, 
(iii) is thus proved. To obtain (iv), we see that 
= D k A~, - ATA~t -- b k 
= D k h~ - Dk Ax' + D k AX' - A TAy' - b k 
= Dk(A£ -- Ax')  
= _D kAr (AAT)- I? .  • 
4. PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We did some preliminary numerical experiments on an AT & T 3B2-1000 
computer using Fortran 77. Four problems taken from Ye (1987) were tested. 
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TABLE 1 
CPU TIME (SEC) 
Prob. 1 Prob. 2 Prob. 3 Prob. 4 
n A2.1 a CFA b A2.1 CFA A2.1 CFA A2.1 CFA 
40 1.00 1.30 1.23 1.35 1.05 1.26 0.70 0.89 
70 1.66 2.46 1.82 2.31 1.65 2.03 0.96 1.31 
100 2.03 3.82 2.21 3.67 2.13 2.92 1.10 1.72 
a Algorithm 2.1. 
b Cholesky factorization approach. 
They are of the form 
min f (x )  
s.t. Ax =b,  ~>~ 0, 
where A~R m×" with m=4 and n =3k+ 1 for some integer k. We 
tested them for n = 40, 70, and 100. The objective functions f (x)  of the four 
problems are ~= 1-  xv /~,  ~2~=1- In x(j), ~ lx ( j ) ln  x(j), and ~- lx~) .  
They represent a number of widely used functions in economics, physics, and 
engineering. Those problems can be solved using Algorithm 1,3 (see Potra 
and Shi, 1991), and the third problem is indeed of the form (6) with c = 0 
and w --- e. Algorithm 1.3 was thus used, and all the parameters as well as the 
step size were chosen the same as those in Han et al. (1992). The algorithm 
was terminated when the duality gap xrsk was less than 10 - l l .  We compared 
Algorithm 2.1 with the typical Cholesky factorization approach for solving 
(29). The initial points for Algorithm 2.1 were set as A x = 0 and A y = 0. 
Table 1 shows that the CPU time used by Algorithm 1.3 with Algorithm 2.1 
is, in all the cases, less than that used with the Cholesky factorization 
approach. 
The author would like to thank the referee for valuable comments and 
suggestions. 
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